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GRILL CABIN 25 M²

Available roof colors/couleurs de toits (shingles) disponibles :

Available grill and chimneys/disponible en grill et cheminée :

Shape: Octagonal – 8 corners.
Inside area: 25 m2.
Total height: 4 m.
25-30 people

Standart set:


Wall, roof, floor panels;



Inside grill with cooking platforms and tables around the grill;



Adjustable chimney;



4 windows with double glass (2 windows are opening);



Door with the lock and hexagon window;



7 inside benches;



Pillows for the benches.

The biggest Grill Cabin that we produce invites you to pleasantly spend your weekends,
celebrate holidays in a large flock of friends, organise events or get-togethers of your
family or relatives. It will easily fit about thirty people, thus the huge space, grill steaks,
live fire and cosy atmosphere will create the best get-together mood.
High-quality materials ensure the longevity of the Grill house and ease its use. Eight
cabin walls are made of rounded spruce boards with the dimension: 45 x 145 mm. The

roof is covered with bitumen shingles, and the walls are integrated with four double
glazed windows, two of which swing. The doors are decorated with an original
hexagonal window. The building floor is easily assembled from separate components.
There are seven benches in the cabin that two of them can be easily transformed into
lounge chairs. The inside of the cabin is fitted with a convenient wood- or charcoal-fired
octagonal grill with a table around it, one adjustable cooking platform and two special
platforms for a kettle, a frying pan, etc. There is an adjustable chimney above the grill.
The cabin is lockable. There is a small porch with a roof at the entrance.
The Grill Cabin is delivered to the customer fully complete, with detailed assembly
instructions and drawings, and packed on a pallet (KIT). The components of the Grill
Cabin: eight wall panels, eight roof panels and eight floor panels.
Two or three people can easily assemble the Grill Cabin in seven hours.
The Grill Cabin is delivered to the customer fully complete, with detailed assembly
instructions and drawings, and packed on a pallet (KIT). Size of the cargo: 4.50 m x 1.20
m x 2.60 m, weight: 1900 kg.
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